
LEAD PORTAL DEVELOPMENT CASE STUDY
Developing complex lead nurturing systems and lead scoring to drive results for luxury 
brands with dealership business models.

CLIENT
Newmar is the industry leader in high-quality, Class A motor coach manufacturing. With the belief 
that people will always build the best product, Newmar has been handcrafting coaches since 1968, 
delivering impeccable craftsmanship, unrivaled innovation, and superior service to each and 
every customer.

SITUATION
With no direct sales channel, Newmar needed a way to deliver sales-ready leads across a disparate 
collection of RV dealerships to drive product revenue. Not only were they looking for a solution to 
send customers to local dealerships, but they also sought to ensure product availability depending on 
the individual's product preference. Additionally, Newmar wanted to create a new lead scoring 
system to help dealers identify lead quality and match customers with their desired product.

IMPACT
During the lead portal’s first year of implementation, Element Three’s solution drove an estimated 
increase of $4.5 million in retail sales, while increasing website SQL-to-deals-closed rate by 
71.9%. Website tra�c from email also benefitted, and saw a 109% lift. 
 
Overall, the solution has benefited customers, dealers, and Newmar corporate alike, providing the 
right content to customers, keeping dealers informed, and keeping businesses running smoothly.

SOLUTION
Element Three developed a system that combined the nurturing and lead scoring power of HubSpot 
with a custom-designed lead delivery portal to help solve Newmar’s challenge of sending the right 
leads to the right dealers. 
 
The system – which was created over the course of three months in 2016 – has the ability to deliver 
SQLs based on zip code and primary product of interest, thereby sending leads to nearby dealers that 
carry what the customer is looking for. Element Three also included a secondary routing system to 
pass the consumer to another dealer who may have the inventory as another option. Addressing the 
problem dealers have with knowing specific quality of the leads they receive, the system integrates 
with HubSpot and passes along a customer lead score based on activity consumers take online.
 
Furthermore, Element Three created a lead nurturing system in HubSpot to not only score 
consumers, but keep them engaged and moving down the funnel through automated email 
campaigns. For this to be e�ective, consumer research and buying habits informed content 
throughout the campaign that encouraged consumers to learn about Newmar’s brands and products.
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